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NONTENURE POLICY SET
by Tom Scarritt

A new policy for the

dismissal of non-tenured

faculty has recently been
drawn up by a special faculty

committee. This move came in

response to the controversy

that arose concerning the

dismissal of Art Instructor

Richard Duncdn.

In August of I976 Duncan
was informed by the Dean of

the College, Stephen Puckette,

that he uld be

Richard Duncan

reappointed for the 1977-78
term. This decision was made
without investigation into the

professional competency of

Duncan. No written reasons for

dismissal 1

According to several reliable

sources {who declined to be

quoted by name), Puckette's

decision to dismiss Duncan was
influenced by Dr. Ed Carlos,

Chairman of the Art

Department. These sources

indicated that Carlos informed

the Dean of "professional

differences" between himself

and Duncan.

Under the University's old

policy concerning non-tenured
faculty, Duncan had no written
rights by which to appeal the

University Professors, a

national organization

concerned with the rights of
college-level instructors, was
convened to investigate the

situation, Headed by Dt.

Arthur Sehaeffer, the chapter's

executive board decided that

the action taken against

Duncan was not in

with national AAUP
procedures. The board

recommended to Vice-

Chancellor Bennett that

Duncan be reinstated.

Duncan's contract was

extended for the 1977-78

Future Aid Prospects Threatening
by Sue DeWalt

"The major finding in this

report shows an increasingly

large gap between our students'

projected financial needs and
>ility : the; eds,*

warns the Baird Report. Should
present trends continue.

Sewanee's financial aid program
may be faced with a severe

shortage of money by 1980.

Charged with looking into

Sewanee's financial aid

program, the Baird Report was
gathered by a special

subcommittee of the College

Scholarships Committee. With

Dr. Charles Baird acting as

chairman, the committee

consisted of Mrs. Elizabeth

Chitty, Mr. Albert Gooch,
Dean Seiters, and Dr. Claud

Sutcliffe. Dean Puckette

created the group in response

to a proposal by the Regents to

discontinue budget support of
the aid program by 1980,

The Committee used data

from 1971-72 and 1975-76 in

compiling their report and then

exterpolated the resulting

graphs to 1980-81. "We tried to

develop trends and sources of

funding to see what projections

would show," explained Dr.

Baird.

Using a constant

1970 dollar to negate the

effects of inflation on more
current figures, the 1980
projected figure revealed a

$820,000 gap between
financial need and University

expenditures for aid.

Realistically, about $420,000
may be contributed to the
University's financial aid

program from outside sources.

decision, Dean Puckette stated,

"I made a mistake."

Duncan declined tc

comment at all upon the issue

Dr. Baird hesitated

much emphasis oi

committee's projected figu:

Duncan's
of uncertainty, especially in however, produ

regards to inflation/' he awareness of the absence of
Put cautioned. Dr. Baird any written procedure in the

iphasized, however, that the Faculty Handbook applicable

major conclusion to be drawn
t looking ahead from the report is "the growing The

(cont. on p. 11) ip. 11)

BLACK ORGANIZATION FORMING

Results of D. A. Meeting
by Mary Louise Flowers

The Delegate Assembly held

its first meeting of the spring

semester last Thursday night.

Coleman Miller reported

that the Curriculum

Committee had approved three

new courses: a computor

science course; a philosophy
course, and a chemistry
independent study.

Frank Cunningham reported

that the Coummunity Council

had met and discussed the

possibility of the incorporation

of the Sewanee community. If

this should happen, Sewanee

would be legally annexed by
Cowan. A mayor
would be elected

in Sewanee, and a council

established to decide how

federal funds should be spent.

The next order of business

was brought up by Clark

Spoden, who reported to the

D.A. the outcome of the

grading system controversy.

Dean Puckette apparently sent

a letter to the faculty asking

them to reply if they were in

favor of a meeting to discuss

the new grading system. If 45

faculty members agreed to it, a

meeting would be held. Since

only 38 answered, no meeting

was called. Clark added,

however, that he did not feel

the issue was closed.

The D.A. concluded its

rather brief meeting with the

(cont. on p. 11)

Ask The Administration
This Week's question: of Financial Aid answers:

Work-Study is financed 80

percent by the federal govern-

ment, 20 percent by the

college or non-profit agency.

Eligibility for financial aid --

Why is it that the jobs for

people not on financial aid are

really nil, and anybody who is

not on financial aid cannot be

involved in the work-program?

Mrs. Elizabeth Chitty, Director
ip.H)

by Mike Edington

"They've desegregated this

school without ever integrating

it in the first place," stated

senior Reggie Rucker. Rucker

said that Sewanee's Black

students confront many
problems of identity and

participation.

In an effort to combat
these problems a formal

organization of all Black

students at the University is

being formed. Related to this

movement are the

appointments of Dr. James
Clayton and Dr. Dale
Richardson as advisors to the

Black students.

According to senior Lendell

Massengale, the organizing

movement began in an abortive

fashion three years ago, but for

caught hold Last semester,

said Massengale, the need was
again felt to organize Black

students into a single,

cohesive body to "evaluate our

present .and future status."

The organization is to be a

formal union of Black students

recognized by the Delegate

Assembly. A constitution for

the union is presently being

drawn up. The nucleus of the

union will be Black students,

but the organization as a whole

community which is generally

out of keeping with their past

experience. To paraphrase

Dean Douglas Seiters, Black

students are asked to share in

the "Sewanee experience"

when "sharing" really means
"joining." The students can
make an impact only as

to the meaning and experience

of being Black, all residents of

fellow's identity. Exposure

the necessary

towards

individuals, i cultu:

According to Rucker and
Massengale, the Union could
promote Black students'

interests by such activities as

workshops, speakers, and

presentations-all aimed at the

Black community, but with

possible benefits for the

iity
. Through

understanding.
Since the posts of the

advisors are new, and because

the whole movement is still

fairly young, neither Dr.

Clayton nor Dr. Richardson

had any concrete knowledge of

the exact procedures and

concerns of their new roles.

Their initial service will be one

of advice to any interested

Black student. They will

perform the same duties as any
student

/ill be xclu,.

Black enrollment, or rather

the lack of a sizable Black

enrollment, is one of the

motivating forces behind the

Union. Because of their small
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SAF PULLS OUT
Stressing that "it's not as

important as people might

think," Dr. Charles Baird

downplayed the effect of the

Society of American Foresters'

cancellation of the University's

"affiliated" status.

Dr. Baird, chairman-desig-

nate of the University's Depart-

ment of Natural Resources,

does not feel that Sewanee's

loss of accreditation will mean

a toss of opportunity to

future Sewanee graduates. The

change "doesn't reduce the

respect the industry gives our

graduates," hi

Baird pointed out that

Sewanee is still a liberal arts

college, and the goals and aims

of the former Forestry Depart-

ment reflect this. "Forestry is

just like economics, political

he explained. "We're not realiy

trying to train you for a job

after you graduate, but

just to give you exposure and

education in a liberal arts

setting. What we want to do

is have a program here avail-

able to students interested in

ip. 12)
Snowden Forestry Building

last fall,

For-the Society of Americ;

esters (SAF) withdrew

"affiliated" status —
recognized, but not fully ac-

credited — when the Univer-

sity could not show any pro-

gress toward development of

an SAF-approved program.

According to Dr. Baird, the

University "simply doesn't

the SAF qualifications.

Dr. Baird does not believe

the change in Sewanee's

program will have a detri-

mental effect on seniors and

juniors currently majoring in

Forestry. "I think they'll have

all the same rights and

priviledges as our earlier

graduates," he said. He also

doubted that the program

change would make much
difference to sophomores or

freshman interested in

MONEY REALOCATION

Envir nial

by Peggy Barr

Student activity fees will

not be increased for 1977-78,

predicted committee chairman
Pat Harris. The Student
Activity Fee Committee
(SAFC) hopes to hold to the.

present fee of S30 per
semester, a total annual budget
of about $70,000.

A stationary budget will not

prevent the committee from

making changes in the

allocation of the money.

"Our whole objective is to

distribute money so students

get the most enjoyment, or

whatever, out of it," stressed

Harris. Polls will be conducted

to determine the amount of

student interest in various

activities . Past SAFC budgets

and policies will have minimal

influence on this year's

be evaluated on its usage of

funds for this year and on its

plans for next year. In the

redistribution of money, the

committee plans to use a

"reward system" with "an

emphasis on capital (long term)

investment." Through this

system, an organization which

managed its funds wisely may
receive a larger amount of

money for next year.

"Some organizations have

done an excellent job,"

stated Harris. Other groups,

however, have misused their

money. A new policy was

passed by the Delegate

Assembly to guard against

lavish or unwise monitary

practices. Only one-half of an

organization's yearly allocation

will be given to it for the first

semester. To receive money for

the second semester, the group

must justify the first semester's

spendings.

One goal of the committee
is a standardized bookkeeping

system for all organizations

except the three major SAF
recipients. The Purple, Cap and

Gown, and WUTS operate

under standards set by
publishing and broadcasting

(cont. on p. 10)

British Studies At Oxford

Studies. He said he knew of

no cases of transfer or changing

of majors among forestry

students. "I really think this

program," he said.

Dun the

three months, members will

attend meetings of

organizations supported by

activity fees. Each group will

Sewanee Incorporation
by Ruth Laigle

The possible incorpor

of the Sewanee communi
being investigated by a i

member committee.

med at the

The

quest of Vice-Chancellor J. J.

Bennett, includes three

members appointed by the

Dr. Henry Arnold, Dr. Bill

Clarkson, and Ben Gibson; one

member appointed by the Vice-

Chancellor - Mr. Harry Dodd;

and three men from the

Sewanee Community Council -

who were selected at a January

1977 meeting but who have

yet to accept their election.

The purpose of the

committee is to receive,

analyze, and respond to infor-

mation about incorporation,

the implications of which are

still not clear. Among the

many issues to be discussed are

the money which the

Federal revenue sharing, the

Tennessee state sales tax, the

sale of beer ad valorem taxes,

and the effects of the change

on the role of the University in

After studying the issue, the

committee will recommend or

discourage a referendum vote

on incorporation in May ot

this year. Those people who
desire incorporation would set

incorporated, and persons

residing in the proposed area

would vote in any forthcoming

referendum.

Students in the University

over the age of 18 and regist-

ered in the 18th Civil District

would be eligible to vote in an

incorporation referendum

Voter registration is a simple,

rapid process, and forms are

available from Clark Spoden.

Should there be a referendum

on incorporation the student

population could very easily be
the deciding factor in its

The College of The
University of the South wilt

once again participate in a

summer program of British

Studies at University College,

Oxford from July 3 to August

13. Students and their

tutors will live and dine in the

seventeenth century buildings

of University College and

attend a course of lectures

delivered by eminent British

scholars in the humanities.

Afternoon seminars in specific

areas of study permit the

students to acquire six hours of

American academic credit. The
lectures and tutorials will be

focused on Britain during the

Victorian and Edwardian
period, from 1837 until the

First World War.

The cost of room, board,

and tuition for this program is

$1,525. The University of the

South will sponsor two full

scholarships for the program.

Those interested in applying

for the scholarship should

contact Mrs. Chitty in the

Financial Aid office before

February 16.

All applicants from this

V. Reishman will participate as program should be made
tutors, and will also serve as through them, and the forms

Sewanee's campus for application may be
representatives for British procured at their offices.

Studies. Applications for the

Summer Service Project
Consolidated Neighborhood

Services, Inc., is now accept-

ing applications for its 1977
Summer Service Project, a

volunteer learning opportunity

for college students aged 19

This 10-week program, June

6 thru August 12, offers ex-

cellent training and experience

for persons interested in

working in low-income neigh-

borhoods, urban planning, with

a problem-solving system,

indigenous staff and with
advocacy. The program is not
limited to social work students.

We welcome students in medi-

cine, arts, business, education

or journalism. Room and board
are provided and a few cash

stipends are available for

project students in financial

For more information and

an application come to the

I Career Services Office.

ollege thi*

be in good standing with The
University of the South upon
entering the British Studies.

Joseph D. Cushman and John

MCAT-DAT REVIEW COURSE

Take it in Atalnta in 3 to 5 days anytime after March 1.

For information:

MCAT-DAT Review Course

P.O. Box 77034 Atlanta, GA 30309

Phone (404) 874-2454

Ijmt&rrii GDaka (Sasilp

SpHiauraut
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MARLOWE LEAVING:

HEP CHANGES PROGRAM
by Bruce Manuel

Last Friday Mrs. Michelle

Marlowe met with a sub-

committe of the Human
Ecology Project to discuss the

committee's decision not to

renew her contract for 1977.

Marlowe has been serving as

coordinator and supervisor of

community counseling services

in Sewanee since February

1976.

The Human Ecology Project

(HEP) was instigated in

Sewanee by the Vice-

Chancellor early in 1972. The

program was to be a coopera-

tive effort of qualified

counselors from the Psycho-

logy Department of the

College, from the Health

Office, and from the

Chaplaincies of the College, St.

Andrew's School, the

Seminary, and the Sewanee
Academy.

According to the Reverend

Stilea Lines, Chairman of the

HEP, two important factors

contributed to the committee's

Mario

lack

First of all

of funds to p,i\

s salary was predicted

Several

eluding the Seminary and St.

Andrew'B school, projected

that their financial support for

the program might soon be

severely curtailed, because of

internal financial difficulties.

Lines emphasized, however,

that the counseling program is

well-supported by the

community (through the

Community Chest) and by the

University.

Secondly, said LineB, "the

number of referrals through

Marlowe's office was not

enough to justify the organi-

zation of the counseling

program in this way."
Lines stressed the fact that

Marlowe's leaving will not

mean the end of the HEP.
It will just mean a change in

organization: the program will

no longer be supervised by a

Michelle Marlowe

ENERGY EFFICIENCY EXAMINED E\ DORMS
by Woody Register

The second semester enroll-

ment has posed an interesting

situation for the University and

its present fuel shortage crisis.

The male enrollment for the

spring dropped, while the

female population increased

since last semester.

The decrease in the number

of men has left many of the

dormitory rooms either empty

forcing the University to house

some of the transfers in the

Sewanee Inn.

meanwhile still being heated

for one or no students as they

would be for two occupants,

thus decreasing the heating

system's efficiency,

and Courts nevertheless

increased steadily each month:
20.9 and 15 per cent from
November to December, and

46.5 and 31.8 per cent from
December to January although

students attended school only

33 of the 60 days of the two

Many methods could be would be i

employed to promote the

efficiency of the heating

system in dormitories. Mr.

Tom Lotti of the University

Services office blames much of

the problem on insufficient

levels, especially in dormitories attempt to

where the temperature is usage if th>

controlled inside the separate

No programs like consolida-

tion of small dormitories with

large, or installation of

natural gas

dversely cold

weather should return. He
added however, that officials in

Nashville feel that the danger

of the community," said Lines.

"We are merely pausing to

review the situation."

Lines also commented that

the HEP is anxious to main-

tain an adequate counseling

service in Sewanee. "We have

a number of skilled counselors

here on the Mountain. It's

just a question of how we want

It is clear that the lack of

success of the counseling

program under professional

supervision is not the responsi-

bility of any one person; nor is

it a reflection on Marlowe's

competency as a counselor.

Lines state, "Mrs. Marlowe is

quite talented professionally,

and her diligence in administer-

ing the program was admirable.

It's just that her type of skills

turned out not to be needed
for our type of program."

Lines admitted that the

HEP staff is composed entirely

of volunteers, some with little

experience in organized

counseling. "We have some-

times failed to give the

program the kind of support

it needs -- but we're learning!"

When asked for her attitude

toward the change, Marlowe
stated, "A job of coordinating

mild I

urtatfes

t end during the winter e

been rewardin

work out that way."

Marlowe will continue her

work here at the University

until the end of February.

She will then offer her services

at St. Andrew's School before

naking further plans.

Poor Job of Timber Harvesting
by Clark Hanger

The 8220
urrounding the Sewanee

:ampus contain rich lumber
no ceiling or wall insulation; supplies. Under the supervision

many experts recommend of the Forestry Department,

more than three inches in the the University periodically sells

the y local timbt

preservatic

(4) to supply the University

°* forest
and the general market with

saw logs. (Many wooden struc-

tures on the Domain were

built with lumber from the

surrounding forests; the

Forestry building itself was

paid for in full by lumber

bill.

ng the University's fuel

dorms Elliott,

Selden, Tuckaway, and Gailor

comprise four of the six most

expensive dorms to heat per

student. Over the last three

months of November, Decem-

ber, and January, the Univer-

sity paid $19.30, $20.29, and

$35.18 for each student in

Elliott Hall; this can be

compared with the $5.86,

$9.00 and $12.42paid for the

girls in Cleveland.

In the campus's two small-

est dormitories, Selden (with

17 students) and the French

House (with 18 students), the

cost per student ran at $20.18,

$2130, and $24.12, and $9.49,

$10.55. and $18.10 for the last

three months.

outer walls. Lotti added that

the cost of installing the

insulation would be minute

compared with the savings

brought by the prevention of

heat loss.

Dean Seiters said that

!

After section of foreBt

land has been "harvested,"

the Forestry Department
directs its replanting. Some-
times special experiments are

conducted on the harvested

tracts. Within eight to ten years

M 6

(5)
possible recreational u

greatest

the forest as an

example of sound logging

practices for other forest land-

dormitories have thermosats the land usually regains its

placed in such positions as next aesthetic appeal; and normally,

to the gas burner. Such the forest is in a healthier

:ondition.

The Forestry Department,

n conjunction with the Board
if Regents, has specific objec-

condition: branches and tree

tops lay strewn about the

ground — only the best timber

was hauled off by the lumber

company.
Dr. Cheston, Chairman of

the Forestry Department,

admits that the recent timber

harvest on Brakefield Road was

not the best job ever done. He
accounts for this poor job by

noting that little or no restric-

tions were placed on the

lumber company because of

the relatively poor quality of

Despite the present condi-

thei belocation

set higher than normal in order

that the air temperature will be

comfortable.

It has taken an emergency tiv

to bring to the attention of the m<

administration the potential

disaster presented by de

Sewanee's inefficient planning th

and operation. But the Un

for their forest

nt program

(l)to

and defective timber —
making a healthy forest.

) to build up a timber

The
Trezevant and

Courts, ran at the lowest levels

of natural gas consumption for

dormitories. These two

operating at twelve and six

students respectively under

their comfortable capacity.

Dean Doug Seiters

attributes these vacancies to

the dorms' location; he said

that students without cars

would rather live in McCrady
or Gailor, which are more

conveniently located.

The fuel bill at Trezevant

sity is operating on a "day by stand to maintain permanent

day" policy toward the crisis, productivity. (20,000 tulip

Thermostats are still poplars are presently on order

supposed to be at a subnormal for the recently logged Brake-

level; but many are being re- field tract.)

turned to their pre-shortage (3) to encourage wildlife

40 CHANNEL CBS

GARDEN SUPPLIES

Old Cowan Road
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FOOD MARKET
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McCarthy Now A Milder Man
by Bruce Dobie

The McCarthy that students

heard February 2 was not the

activist McCarthy of the 60's

arguing against the Vietnam

war, but was a milder

McCarthy arguing for changes

in the United States' "concep-

tion of the presidency."

Speaking to a near full

auditorium, the student forum

speaker cited abuses of pres-

idential power from

Eisenhower to Carter as proof

of the imperialism of the

office. He called for a histor-

ical and academic investigation

to recover the constitutional

KERSHNER STILL FLYING
by Frank Greskovich

Although to most people

whose feet are firmly planted

on the ground the name

Bill Kershner may be of little

significance, to those who are

familiar with aviation the name

is immediately recognized as

that of a world-renouned

aviation author whose flight

instruction manuals have been

deemed by many as "the best

aviation texts and workbooks
ever published."

Mr. Kershner, a resident of

Sewanee for the past thirteen

yearsj has written

comprehensive flight manuals

for Student Pilots, Private

Pilots, Advanced Pilots, and

Flight Instructors along with

the CESSNA
MANUAL.

Concerning his arrival at

Sewanee, Mr. Kershner noted

that he is a Tennessee native

who did not like life up north,

and the success of his books

presented him with the fin-

ancial opportunity to return

character of the presidency.

McCarthy made several

mentions of his own efforts

to try and fortify the office of

the presidency. The former

senator and two time pres-

idential candidate pointed out

his court challenges against the

Federal Election Act, the Fed-

eral Communications Act,

and other laws which he
professed prohibit third party

participation in the electoral

process. McCarthy expressed

his belief that victories in

these court cases would

revitalize the electoral process

and grant better representation

to independent voters.

Although at times

McCarthy's wit outweighed

any substance, one could not

help (respecting .. the integrity

. The man who inof the
work as a line to test many of their develop-
* u u l, - , > t„ „n l„ k„c 1968 vehemently spoke

r field where he mental planes, in all he has

s and cranked flown over 50 types and **™}
na
™

.

'"" '"""'

start them. ("I models of airplanes, from flight

'.ranked around trainers to jets.

(cont. on p. 11)

for the rights of

ndependent v

wondering, however, why
Eugene McCarthy has taken

it upon himself to revamp

the electoral process. Hints of

another attempt at the pres-

idency were brought out after

the speech when he said that

he had not eliminated the

possibility for another stab at

the presidency. Perhaps a third

party try in 1976 is the true

reason for his fight to give

third parties and independent

voters more power.
Student reactions to the

speech varied, but many
considered McCarthy unclear

and vague. After the speech,

one student,'- John Hill,

described the lecture as "in-

congruous and uninteresting."

Tim Holder, the student forum

representative who introduced

McCarthy, felt that the speech

was "rambling," but expressed

the opinion that McCarthy has

been a great progressive force

in past incidents such as

12,000 planes in my life.")

This experience afforded him

many opportunities to fly and

he was able to acquire his

pilo

After a stint at colle| Mr.
FOR WHOM THE BELL TOLLS

Kershner joined the Navy.

"I was too late for World

War II but I decided to enlist

when the Korean conflict

arose. I hurried to enlist

before the government could

draft me." After flight train-

ing in Pensacola, Florida, he

was stationed aboard a carrier

in the Pacific where he flew

AEROBAT Corsairs

5 a member of a select

f "night fighters,"

ce pilots out of the

board who would

ughttir

n Although he claims he ^

selected for this crack te

Tracing his eventful life Mr. because "they could not

Kershner stated that flying what I was doing wrong

intrigued him from his earliest night," he was and still is ofl

days. In 1945, at age fifteen, selected by the armed servir

NEWS BRIEFS

Photo

-

There will be an informal

showing Thursday night, Feb-

ruary 17, at 7:00 in the duPc

Library

graphers please bring your

slides and prints. Anyone else

welcome.

Mr. Jerry Crownover of

Monteagle has been named
Chairperson of the Special

Events Campaign to fight

children's lung diseases. Mr.

Crownover will lead local

volunteers in raising funds to

support research and care

programs for children affected

by lung-damaging diseases like

cystic fibrosis, sever asthma,
chronic bronchitis,

bronchiectasis, and a condition

called "childhood
emphyst

by Lanier Harper

This year marks the seventy-

fifth birthday of the Breslin

Bell Tower. For three-fourths

of a century the Tower has

made its presence known to

Sewanee residents by chiming

every quarter hour. These

chimes are part of the trad-

ition that makes Sewanee

Concern about rumors of

weak timber structure caused

the PURPLE to interview Dr.

Frederick Whitesell, the official

"clock-keeper," and Carl Reed,

Director of Buildings and

Lands, about the condition

of the clock, bells, and tower.

Fears for the wooden under-

structure were unfounded since

the roof has just recently been

Both mentioned, however,

that the mortar between the

stones of the tower was crumb-

ling. The mortar holds the

stones together, but from
constant exposure to the

variable weather some of the

and falling

though, and Reed says that

there are repair needs more
pressing.

How has the clock lasted so

long and so well? Partly by the

care and devotion of Dr.

Whitesell who just recently

retired as professor of German
at the University. Herr

Whitesell has been taking care

of the big clock since he

first came to Sewanee 24
years ago. What started as a

"self-taught" hobby developed

into the making of several

clocks and the ability to repair

anything that might go wrong
with one. His interest has not
waned with the years. "I still

have several different clocks in

my collection, including three

grandfather clocks that I made*
he said.

Herr Whitesell said that

Ave., Memphis, Tenn. 38157
The Southern Regional

Training Program in Public

Administration is now accept-

ing applications for fellowships mortar is crack

for the 1977-78 academic year. out^

Designed to prepare students

for careers in government, the

program offers an opportunity

for graduate study at two
southern universities. Appli-

cations must be received by

March 1, 1977. For informa-

Coleman B. Ransone, Jr.,

Educational Director, Southern

Regional Training Program in

Public Administration, Drawer
I, University, Alabama 35486.

sell said there wouldn't be any
immediate danger, though; the

foundations are too strong for

fall down anytime soon.

The Breslin Bells

Reed,
pair needed is called

The Collei

University Service Bureau

For

details on this

ed students

American College and

University Service Bureau

Dept. 3, 1728-5050 Poplai

BG SUPPLY STORE

FOR ALL YOUR

HARDWARE AND HOUSEHOLD
NEEDS

i Cowan, on Main St.

•^ PAPER BACK BOOKS 10%- 15% OFF

KEGS AVAILABLE

Open 11:30 a.nv Mdni^it daily Ctosad on Sunday

In Sewaree-call 598-5774
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I: A VISITOR OF SORTS
by Andy Douglass

Though most of us don't

le a gift for observation

•n fewer have noticed that

lady and her name is Fumi
Imai. She haits from Tokyo
though her parents now reside

in northern Japan.

Miss Imai mentioned that

she really had no particular

aid the traditions,

in the final analysis. The
specific universality of

American life fascinates her

more. "To see how Americans

live" and how foreign ways
interrelate with her life are

her main objectives. Though

to study American literature

was important, she maintains

that "to know different ways

of living, ways of thinking,"

and to understand the effect

of Christianity on American
students were her primary

motives for coming to the

United States.

American educational scale,

Miss Imai is a senior working

through Wednesday. Thursday
through Sunday are essentially

open. The resultant four-day
weekend made my imagination
drool, to say the least. During
her free time, she goes to the
KABUKI, which is the tradi-

tional Japanese theater. It

operates in the mode of the
Royal Shakespeare Theater
for the actors speak in old
Japanese. She likes to listen to
muBic; her American
preferences include Olivia

Newton-John, Andy Williams,

and Frank Sinatra. She also

plays the KOTO a Japanese

which is roughly

itar. Roughly

Versatile Masque Season Ahead
toward her Masters in Amer indeed! The KOTO, which i

ican literature. The short 1 f> feet long and 10 inches

story, THE PEARL. wide, is equipped with 13

by John Steinbeck str ngs and is played with

Thi:

by Allan Whitehead

tester the Purple

son promises to be
'acious and versatile

season ever experienced by a

Sewanee audience. This is due
to the efforts of many diligent

workers who spend countless

scenery, sewing costumes and
performing other labors

necessary for a complete
production . Among those

workers are John Miller,

University Technical Director,

who is responsible for the

endless task of set

ecogn Jerf

Friedenberg, Student Technical

Director, who designs

constructs and participates in

almost every area of.

production.

This season's first

production is a series of one

French playwright of the early

20th century, Courteline. The
use of brilliant slapstick to

expose otherwise hidden

lessons make these three farces

interesting and worthwhile to

see. The comedies are directed

by Dr. David Landon of the

French Department. The cast

includes such familiar faces as

Hank Selby, Jim Mulkin, Brad

Campbell, Debbie Lopez, and a

surprise appearance by
University Theater Director

Matt Coughlin. The dates for

the farces are Feb. 17-20, to

provide a more comfortable

atmosphere there will be
limited seating available.

The second production of

the spring season will be an

adaptation of the rock opera

TOMMY. The production will

be an effort by student
musicians and vocalists to

recreate the controversial rock

opera that shook the world.

Medieval Colloquiem. The play

is a secular farce entitled "La
Farce de Monsieur Pierre

Pattr

The Play will be directed by
Dr. Coughlin.

The spring season will

conclude with a combined arts

extravaganza, performance of
Bertolt Brechfs "The Three
Penny Opera." The play will

be directed by Dr. Coughlin of

the theater department with
the help of Steven Shrader of
the music department. The art

department will also

participate in the production.
The dates for performance are

May 4 - 7 and open tryouts will

be held in late February

was the pivotal point in her three icklike finger attach-

life. After reading it while

still in secondary school, she The principal differences

then decided to major in

American literature
,

Her e young people are

favorite author is Ernest five-fold. First. Miss Imai notes

Hemingway; she likes his hiiinnships here are

descriptive ability. After 12

years of English, Miss Imai
and vomen. Specificially,

"dress nd facial experiences"
what goes on in her classes; than < apanese women. The
however, the southern dialect "elders in Japan deem

s demonstrated by
to be immodest and

. Thus, a dearth of

In Tokyo, an average day express on is quite the norm
for Miss Imai consists of ese "dating" standards.

attending seminar classes in

her field of study Monday (cont. on p. 12)

the Jerf

Friedenberg, Lanford McCally,

Tom Potts and Ned West. The
opera is produced by Harold

"Smitty" Smith, an Academy

THE SEWANEE BELLS: A HISTORY

The third Purple Masque
production will be a Medieval

play performed during the

Women's Service League
by Elizabeth Brailsford

The University Women's
Service League elected new
officers Tuesday, February 1.

Katherine Rogers replaced

Eulalie Hazard as president,

Lynn Jones was elected vice-

president, Nancy Bell, secretary

and Amy St. John, treasurer.

During the year 1975-76

the Women's Service League

participated in various civic

activities. The members helped

the Red Cross in their blood

drive and held a doughnut

sale, the profits of which they

donated to the Learning Center

and the Boys' Club. They

assisted the Ladies Auxiliary

by serving dessert to veterans

in November.
A hamburger cookout was

held to welcome women fresh-

men and transfer students.

The women held a mock

fraternity party at the

Women's House complete with

dance music and a keg.

The major project of the

Women's Service League is the

book exchange held each

semester. Students may sell

and purchase used books at the

The
lore fund raising projects

the coming year, such

spaghetti supper. To

iring the

Meetings are held every

second and fourth Tuesday of

each month. All women
students are encouraged to

attend.

(cont. from p. 4)

since he's been here the clock

has run very smoothly. One of

the secrets is keeping it well

oiled. The clock is very

accurate, except in cold

weather such as we have been

having. Some may have noticed

it running a little fast lately.

Even though it is known as

the Breslin Bell Tower, the

clock and bells were actually

given by the Douglas family

in 1902, in honor of a son who

attended Sewanee. The Breslin

family was responsible for the

There are five bells in the

tower, but only four are user

The oldest and biggest bell i

dated 1893 and was used t

call people to chapel. It do

othei sity.'

biggest bell

tolling the hour

The clock, which has about

a 25-pound pendulum, is

situated in a room underneath

the bells There is a rumor that

little elves climb the towe*

every quarter-hour to make the

bells ring, but actually there is

a mechanism on the clock, a

"cam," to do that. The cam is

a cog with four teeth on it;

d for Dr. Whitesell found it nec-

essary to make two flaps

to connect to the shaft, acting

lightly /ith each

The clock was made by the

Meneely Company, a famous

clock makers' company in New

York back then. Herr Whitesell

wasn't sure if they were still

nd the

Shapard Tower has

ver the job.

The other four bells are

hit byahammerto sound each

of the four pitches of the

quarter-hour chime. The tune

that the bells play is an old

Oxford tune — another close

anee and the

JtflN*
VALENTINES

flowerJajuL
'SERVING THE AREA FOR 26 YEARS

ORDEREARLYFOR VALENTINE'SDAY^

MONDAY FEBRUARY 14

967-7602 . Tcnn.

'An old friend with i

FORMERLY BANK OF SEWANEE
Compounding interest daily — paying quart\;ly

MONTEAGLE SUPERMARKET

Monteagle Dairy Queen

NOW WITH INDOOR SEATING
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Editor's Notes
"No qualified student should be denied access to

an education at Sewanee for financial reasons." That

statement has summed up the financial aid policy at

Sewanee in years past. It is remarkable that a private

institution like Sewanee has been able to maintain

noble ideals in an area which is concerned with so

many harsh economic realities. The Financial Aid

Office has dealt very successfully with the difficulties

of holding to such a policy. Many students are

attending Sewanee as a result of the Financial Aid

Office's willingness to negotiate in unusual situations

or under extenuating circumstances. Students have

done their part by proving themselves worthy of the

aid, and, in many cases, declining loans which they

were entitled to. The faculty has also been willing to

make sacrifices in order to continue the present

policy, as evidenced by the willingness of some

members to forego pay raises.

We should not panic in appraising the present

situation; the picture is cloudy, but total gloom has

not descended. The scholarship program is by no

means in any danger of being discontinued. All

students who are now receiving aid will keep getting

it as long as there is need. We are not drawing as

much from the operating budget as many other

schools in our class, and, a final pleasant note, the

Director of Financial Aid, Mrs. Elizabeth Chitty,

remains optimistic about the future.

However, there are clouds gathering. A gap is

projected in the near future between need for aid and

University expenditures for aid, tuition costs are

rising, and sources of aid are becoming harder to find.

The implications are that the present policy will be

impossible to continue, future applicants will not I

receive such generous aid, and the student body will

become more homogenous.

Several things can and must be done to counter

some of these effects. Mrs. Chitty lists three things

that students can do: (1) file on time for aid, (2) let

the University know when you can manage with less

aid, and (3) be worthy of the support that the

University supplied (academically, in performing

services, etc.).

The University could use student labor in some of

its service operations (such as the supply store, snack

bar, and kitchen work in Gailor) and thus provide

more jobs for work-study. At the same time, a study

should be made to examine any and all ways in which

utilization of student labor can be increased and

maximized. The University should continue and

double its efforts to improve alumni giving. Several

schools, such as Davidson, Furman, and Washington

and Lee, have scholarships set up as a result of

specific gifts from alumni. Though alumni giving has

increased 25 percent over last year (a kudo to

Development Office) , it still has a long way to go.

Our alumni giving rate is below that of the

listed schools.

Finally, since a substantial amount of aid does

come from the operating budget, the University

should not budget, build, and fund deficit operations

like the hospital which put an unnecessary strain on

the budget. This money could be used in more
important areas such as faculty salaries and, of

course, financial aid.

SEWANEE, 1980: A MORE HOMOGENOUS STUDENT BODY?

ARABY
Perhaps it is to be expected

at an institiution rooted so

deeply in the fine old Southern

tradition, but the reality of

racial discrimination at

Sewanee is disgusting

nonetheless. It is hard to

belie that 1977

academic institution,

what's more a religiously affi-

liated one, of Sewanee 's caliber

would tolerate the open
expression of racism among
students or employees of the

university. I say open because

the narrow-minded bigotry of

the racist will probably always

flourish among the ignorant

and insecure. The fact that we
the student body tolerate such
discrimination among ourselves

and those who serve us slanders

us all. Yes Sewanee, bigots

still dwell in the ivory towers

lily white country club.

black student until the latter

retaliated. Personally,

I think the offended student

should have found a baseball

bat and given the idiot the

blanket treatment. Fortunately

he had more tact and dignity

than myself or his insulter.

This incident is perhaps more

bly (and hopefully) smashed
out of his gourd. Still, such

rudeness should be censored by
the student body as a whole
through peer pressure, and the

offended party rendered a

prompt apology. But perhaps I

am too idealistic and the
affront intentional. Perhaps we
as a collective are (racially)

(cont. on p. 12)

Still, do )

the

pejorative connotations of the

"country club" atmosphere we
have been said to foster.

Specifically I refer to two
incidents which have occurred

within the last two weeks. The
first reported incident involved

LETTERS
Dear Editor:

In response to the PURPLE
question about the Supply

Store, I would like to say that I

am extremely dissatisfied with

the bookstore. I have no

complaint in any other area.

I have been at Sewanee for

four semesters and not once
has the bookstore had all the

books I needed. This semester I

took four courses. The
bookstore had the books for

only two of them. I learned to

my dismay that the Economics
315 book which has not come
in yet, was ordered by Dr.

Glenos in early November.

Something of that sort is

happening constantly; I get

very, very tired of being told

that four or five months is not

time enough to get a book
in. The books for Mr. Frazier's

Greek Art course last semester

never did come in. Some of the

students went through the

Although I have not talked

to them about it, I think that

the faculty is as nauseated by

the bookstore situation as are

the students. Since the

University owns the bookstore,

it seems to be that something

could easily be done about it.

Sincerely,

Geoffrey Slagle.

With the recent reinstatement of Art Instructor

Richard Duncan after his dismissal in August, a long

series of unfortunate events has finally, let us hope,

drawn to a close. Good has come out of bad,

however, in the form of a new and much needed

policy for dismissal of non-tenured faculty and an

extension of Mr. Duncan's contract.

For the source of the good which ultimately

emerged, we must look first to Dr. Arthur Schaeffer

and his efforts in conjunction with the AAUP to

protect the rights of non-tenured faculty. Had it not

been for Dr. Schaeffer and the AAUP, a serious

injustice might have gone without question, and the
(cont. on p. 7)
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WHITHER THE REPUBLICAN PARTY? STEVE LEMBESIS

by Steve Lembesis

It may seem odd that an
active, partisan Democrat like

myself would take an interest

woe of the Republican Party.

But Eugene McCarthy's recent

warning of the evils of the two
party system notwithstanding,
I still find myself supportive of

that system. Prom that support
is derived my present state of

concern with the weakening of

the Republican Party in the

last few years.

This particular column is

not intended to outline my
reasons for support of the two
party system. However a few
words are in order. I recognize

that it is an imperfect and
sometimes slowly moving

political system. Nonetheless it

is at least as rational and

effective — probably more so -

than a no-party or multi-

party system. Moreover,

though American political

parties have often been

unresponsive to change (both

in public policy and party

rules ) they are not inherently

stagnant. Even Eugene
presently the

: of the two party

t realize that the

party procedure
which his ill fated candidacy
for the Democratic presidential

nomination in 1968 prompted
was of a far reaching nature.

The degree to which the

Democratic Party reformed its

delegate selection process

enabled a once obscure one-

term governor of a relatively

small southern state to be
nominated for and elected

McCarthy,
premier cri'

system, mi
change

President. That even would
never have occured under the

virtually closed system which

McCarthy fought valiantly but

unsuccessfully.

I do not percieve then the

real problem to be the two

party system itself. Rather it is

the evaporation of political

power held by Republicans.

The concentration of political

power in one party — even if it

is the party of which I call my-

self a member— is not healthy.

It tends to make that party

lethargic, unresponsvie to the

policy needs of the

and corrupt. From a

more self-serving point of '

—that of a liberal Democrat —
it would also tempt the policy

makers of the Democratic
Party to relax our party's

role as the

tion and approach to

government in favor of a
posture that is content with

the way things are and afraid

Death warnings have been
sounded for the Republican
Party on many occasions since
the Democratic Party became
the majority party in 1932
with the election of FDR. Each
time the Republicans have
managed to rebound to

respectable levels of political

competition. Today that feat

will be more difficult. A look
at a few figures illustrates the

magnitude of the current

Republican problem : only
once since 1932 have
Republicans held a majority of
seats in one or both houses of
Congress (from 1956-58),

today Democrats hold a 2-1

margin in the House of

AN AFTERNOON TOUR OF SEWANEE

Representatives and a 62-38
margin in the Senate. At the
state level Republicans clBim
the governorship of only 12
states. Of the 12 GOP
governors only three are the
political heads of one of the

nation's 1 most populous
states. Republicans control
both houses of a state

legislature in only four states;

this translates into 6116 Demo-
cratic legislators compared to
only 2368 Republicans. While
the Republicans have been
most successful at the

presidential level, they have
occupied the White House for

only 16 of the last 44 years.

There are no doubt
innumerable theses and reasons

of explanation for the seeming
demise of the Republican
Party. I choose to dwell on
only one of them — the

by James Bradford

"The Domain of the

University of the South" is the

cheery message that greets the

curious traveler as he embarks

on an afternoon excursion into

beautiful Sewanee. Already

you can detect that certain

flavor in the air-the Oxford

flavor of the Gothic

architecture, the academic

gown , the two faculty

members with British

accents. Or is it rather the

aroma emanating from some
keg party that reminds one of

merry old England? Whatever

it is, you know you have

arrived.

Our first point of interest

lies (or rather hangs) in the

lobby of the Sewanee Inn. As

you enter by the double doors,

walk to the coat rack. Here is

displayed a genuine Parisian

suit du loisir worn by the

former maitre d'
;

Monsieur

Brasseur. It is hard to believe

that students and tourists will

no longer hear his familiar

words: "Ah vote-truh sair-

vees. Sooweevay-moi, see voose

plate." Before you leave, do

not forget to notice the spoon

bread stains on the suit du

loisir--it was the specialite de la

is situated across the street.

Here is a true wonder of

wonders. You may initially

think that you are looking at a

hospital. Actually, you are

beholding a $100,000 a year

deficit. Souvenir bedpans,

engraved with a view of

Morgan's Steep, may be
purchased in the gift shop.

Our third stop is at the

Kappa Alpha fraternity house.

This structure stands in

testament to the fact that at

Sewanee you cannot keep a

hot fraternity down for long.

Charred bits of the former

house may be collected for

keepsakes.

Our fourth stop is at the

Bishop's Common, the newest

building on campus. It is an

persistent belief in

conservative majority."

Since the nomination of

Barry Goldwater for President

building. This plaque marks the the few de-vitamizing machines in 1964 Republicans have

spot where biology major ever built can be found in the spoken gleefully of a "great

Irving Sparrow died while kitchen.

attempting to fly out a third Our last stop is in front of

floor window. Mr. Sparrow had the quadrangle, the former

developed an unusual affinity center of campus now
with the specimens he had supplanted by the pub. This is j^hat this majority has been
collected for an ornithology SewaneeV

City.

indial tells that

nservative majority" (Nixoi

called it a "silent majority")
which is to rise up and sweep
the Republicans to political

power. The fact of the i

of Rock
project. Note the inscription:

"Here fell Irving in his glory,/

another victim of Woods
Laboratory."

Around the comer from

Woods Lab is the famous

student cafeteria. If you like

roller derby, you'll love the

scramble system at noon on

class days. In addition, one of

than anything else.

Goldwater's 1964 conservative

majority amounted to 38,5%

dark. You stumble back of the vote. In 1968 Nixon's

to your automobile and silent majority constituted

proceed down University 43-4% of the electorate. In

Avenue with caution lest you 1972
-
the lack of credibility

strike an early party goer. It
afforded George McGovi

has been a fun and also an candidacy added to

educational outing. Come back (cont. on p. 12)

Carter's Effects On Stocks

of the eful

planning that can render a

facility of great utilitarian

value. For example, at what

other college

canoe team practice on the

front walk in the rainy season?

Not far from the B. C. lies

a bronze marker on the lawn in

front of Woods Lab. Contrary

to popular belief, Jefferson

Davis did not take the oath

of office here, although

usually hears interesting

from the

by Dr. Gilbert Gilchrist

The initial reaction by the

securities markets in November

to Jimmy Carter's election

might best be described

as a subdued panic.

Uncertainty as to what he

might do as President led to a

steady sell-off through most of

the month. By December, the

fears seemed to vanish and all

the lost ground was recouped.

s bound to come do with the Carter Presidency,

about, albeit in a disguised It is the flight of the big

way, and the gas people as well institutional investors from the

as all energy and energy-related fifty or so first quality growth

outfits are going to benefit, stocks

difficult to get a fix on

how Carter's policies will affect

stock prices until more specific

proposals are forthcoming. The
1

" rill

generation been considered

one-decision, buy-and-hold
investments. January has seen

the slaughter of these so-called

Vestal

twelve

So :

Our second point of interest oaths

Editor's Notes
(cont. from p. 6)

stage would be set for a similar incident to happen

again. Despite its initial blunders, the administration

did manage to redeem itself somewhat by admitting

its mistake, correcting it, and following up with

actions to prevent further infringements on the rights

of non-tenured faculty.

Yet we are still confronted with the fact that a

mistake, and a very serious one, was made.

"Professional differences" should never have been the

basis for the arbitrary dismissal of a faculty member.

Education, our purpose, has suffered from the

adverse effects of the incident, and no one can repair

that damage or the damage which was done to Mr.

Duncan in the process. Even though he is reinstated,

who could blame him if he chooses not to stay? Let

us hope that the administration will take its

responsibilities in such matters more seriously in the

future so that needless and irreperable damage will

not be done.

Carter ignored for what can be

called the icicle market, with

stock prices moving downward
with the temperature in

January and on into February.

The prevailing mood on the

Street is that much of the lost

production can and will never

be made up, and that the dent

made in salaries will shake
consumer confidence.

About the only group that

has been performing well is the

energy producers, particularly

the natural gas exploration and
production stocks. This looks

like a repeat performance of

the oil stock run-up during the

Arab oil embargo. It was
followed then by all sorts of

rumblings out of Washington
about excess profits and a

government break-up of the

industry, with predictably

disastrous results for the

group's stock prices. The same
thing is going to happen here.

Nashville Mayor Fulton's

threat to Tenneco is a

harbinger of things to come.
On the other hand, gas price

American Home at seventeen?

wHerTar
S

you now? All the

toward trie concept of

"indexing", which means
buying a cross section of the

market, and particularly

moving toward stocks that are

selling at

multiples

low price-to-earnings

and have high

dividend yields.

(50 per head rebate Aum w<
have absolutely no effect. That I

mMrtment world. Xerox

money will go to pay for goods
and services already bought.

The carnage that has been

wrought in stock prices among
the drug group clearly indicates

that the market expects some
form of national health

scheme, with emphasis on the

use of generics and patent

sharing for prescription drugs.

The most interesting recent

development in the stock

market has little or nothing to

Bronx Cheers and Kudos
Bronx Cheers To whoever is responsible

for the upkeep of the steps in

To the Snack Shop for Walsh-Ellet which now have

making 40 per cent profit on a loose and broken steel guard

cup of hot chocolate ( cost of plates on them. Are we going

same envelope* at market is 1

cents, hot water at Union is 5

cents, total including tax

should be 16 cents). Hot

chocolate at the Snack Shop is

27 cents.

To the persons responsible

for fixing the broken food

machines in the dorms which

have not been fixed.

To Gailor, we need new

wait until falls?

Kudos

To the library for their Will

Percy exhibit.

To Andrew Young for

coming to Sewanee when he

could just as easily have

cancelled due to

"responsibilities which had

recently come upon him."
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BASKETBALL:

White Shines Despite Loss

The game featured a

remarkable Rose Hulman
balance as three players scored

19 or more points. For the

Tigers, Harry and Larry Cash

were the two stars. Harry

netted 18 and Larry 19. Dave

Muckle chipped in another 10.

The i

though Sewanee 1

at least twenty points

ughout the final period.

1'he score at the half stood

of the final pe

The Tiger fans had little to

cheer about until Coach Don
Millington went to his bench

late in the second half. With

Hulman holding a 26 point

Millington sent in Joe
Wh.i

White, a jun

Colu State

transfer from

Harry Cash reaches for two

Tigers Crippled By Illness
by Adrian Zenos Behind the shooting of

The Sewanee Tigers, falling freshman forward John

prey to sickness, injuries, and Southwood, who, after missing

Southern Tech, lost their his first two shots, hit five ii

SEWANEE (i

enth

(70-65), on February

Tigers played without substi-

tutes Bill Cox, Tom Sage, and

Robert Jones, all hospitalized

with illnesses. In addition,

senior starter Greg McNair was

injured with a back problem
in the middle stages of the first

half.

Despite these losses, Coach
Don Millington's Tigers stayed

with Tech until the last three

minutes of the game, when
cold shooting and inexperience

t them the game.

The stay

the Tige.

ith Tech. With 3:14

the half, and the score

even at 32-32, Southern Tech

With 50 seconds left they

turned the ball over to the

Tigers. The Tigers ran off the

next 48 seconds, before Harry

Cash hit a layup with 2 seconds

The fin half

by gh play. The
itched back and forth s

After Tech jumpe

Tigers fought back to take

their first lead at 24-23 with
7:48 left..

THE UNIVERSITY
SUPPLY STORE

Valentine's Day Cards

Boxed Candy

CUT YOUR WORRIES IN HALF AT . . .

7%
He&dmLzrten

REDKEN HAIR AND SKIN CARE PRODUCTS

EASY CARE HAIRSTYLING FOR MEN AND WOMEN

iteve Van Dyck,
man's talented forward,

ed 22 points to lead the

ineers. Forward Gary

lerland and Guard Steve

fgs added 19 points apiece.

In the eboundir
department, Harry Cash lead

the Tigers with 12, while Larry

Cash and John Southwood
each contributed nine caroms

for the visiting Engineers. Van
Dyck chipped in seven.

College (which finished fourth

in the Junior College National
Tournament last year), had

seen action in only three

previous games.

White thrilled the crowd

both ends of the court. With

only 1:14 left to go in the game,
he stole the ball and drove

down court to hit Sewanee's

first dunk since the shot was

leealized last year.

WOMEN IMPROVE
by Sue DeWalt

It was a much improved
basketball team that lost to

Vanderbilt, 40-50. In a pre-

vious contest against the

the Tigerettes

20

N<

'

ed by

Shei

and Bett Stogsdill have added

new dimensions to the team.

Spain led the Sewanee scoring

attack with 14 points. Lead-

ing the rebounder was Stogsdill

with seven.

The cagers grabbed an early

5-4 lead behind the hot

shooting of Sherry Spain.

Vandy dominated both the

offensive and defensive boards,

however, and soon out-ran the

Sewanee netters. Midway
through the first half, a bucket

by Becky Jordan pulled the

team within one point of

Vandy.
Second quarter action saw

Sewanee take control of the

defensive boards. The cagers'

offensive punch was thwarted

by numerous costly turnovers.

Jordan's cool playing ability

brought the squad within five

points late in the half. Vander-

bilt then opened up a scoring

drive to make the tally 11-22.

Capitalizing on a one and one
situation, Jan Collet raised the

score to 13-22 at the sound of

the first half buzzer.

(cont. on p. 9)

ThHykiui Bmifoutifai

CLOTHING, JEWELRY, AND GIFTS

REPRESENTING ALL COUNTRIES FROM

ALL OVER THE WORLD

WINTER CLOTHING 20% - 50% OFF

SPRING SHIPMENTS NOW ARRIVING

NEXTDOORTO
SMOKEHOUSE RESTAURANT
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Tigers Down Southern
(cont. from p. 8)

left, and the halftime score

stood: Sewanee 34, Southern
Tech 32.

Southern Tech opened the
second half with the first two
points. Then Sewanee's John
Southwood countered with an

side . The

The Sewanee Wrestling Team: Top row: Peter Sameras, Tony Webb, Tom Putnam, Kevin Marchetti.

Bottom row: Lin Coleman, Tom Jenkins, Clarence Presha

Injuries Hurt Wrestlers
by Tony Webb

The Sewanee grapplers

returned Saturday after a

grueling weekend schedule

which included five matches.

Friday saw the Tigers in a

four-way match with Chatta-

nooga State, Northern

Kentucky, and host MTSU.
They managed a slim 30-23

victory over the thinned ranks

of Chattanooga State.

On Saturday Sewanee felt

some bruises as the officials

gave decisions to Clemson
and Mary vi lie.

The Tiger's luck continued

on the downswing as several

wrestlers sustained injuries.

Mark Mudano suffered a

sprained neck in his first match

on Friday. Pete Samaras fell

victim to a sprained ankle

against MTSU. Tony Webb had

his knee hyperextended against

Maryville. A staph infection

also threatens to keep Jack

Hazel out of the line up.

Richard Price is out for the

season with

Kevin Marchetti and Tom
Jenkins were in the limelight

this weekend. Both recorded

perfect 5-0 records. Jenkins,

while showing excellence on

thus avenged his earlier lo<

the Raider.

This week the grappers

tune up for the upcoming ^
In the next four minutes,

the Tigers began to fall apart,

traded leads until, with 14:45
remaining and the score 42-

40 in favor of Tech, Tech's
Dudley Smith stole the ball

from Mike Ferry and took off

Ferry jumped in front of
Smith, as Smith went up for

the lay-up. The referee called a

charge on Smith, and Tech's
coach came instantly off the

bench protesting. The referee

called three quick technical

fouls and banished the coach
from the game,

This incident gave the Tigers
the momentum they needed.
David Muckle sank all six

free throws awarded for the
technicals. Harry Cash hit an

easy layup to give the Tigers a

and Tech grabbed a 56-50 lead.

But still the Tigers refused
to quit. Harry Cash hit 2
baskets, Larry Cash hit 3 free
throws, Joe Thoni hit 2 free

throws, and Don Weber sank a
layup. This Hurry tied the
score 61-61 with 3:09
remaining in the game.

After a time-out, Southern

Tech scored quickly, rebound-
ed an errant Tiger shot, and
went into a stall.

Forced to foul, the Tigers
fell behing 68-61. Baskets
made by Harry and Larry Cash
could not cut the deficit.

Cantrell added 2 free throws to
close out the game making the
final score Southern Tech 70,
Sev, e66.

Harry and Larry Cash led

TiBe, vith

apiece.

his feet
i

pins. Superior speed and a bet

on a bucket of Kentucky Fried

Chicken helped place Marchetti

over MTSU's, Abernathy. He

SwimmersTravel to S.I.C.

by Jay Fisher

At this writing, six members
of the Sewanee swimming team

will travel to Athens, Georgia

on Wednesday, February 9, to

compete in the Southern

Intercollegiate Championships

at the University of Georgia.

They will be competing for

three days, swimming against

Division I teams like Georgia,

Women's - Jan Collett

Men's Pool -John Hill

Chess - Keith McAlister

Checkers - Richard Courtney

compete

km I added 13

the first half.

Harry Cash pulled down 14

rebounds, Larry Cash had 1

2

and Southwood added 8. Dave

Muckle dished off 5 assists to

pace the Tigers in that

denartment.

:ont. from p. 8)
Things suddenly came alive

for Sewanee in the second half.

The crowd awakened with
chants under the direction of
Dave Muckle. Catching the

the the

Tennessee,

State.

At the S.I.C

will be striving t

times in order

Division III c

Championships.
Championships
March 17,18, an
College, Oberlin, Ohio.

in the S.I.C. this weet
end are John Boyle in the
individual medley and the 100
and 200 breast, Scott Fergi

in the 100 and 200 butterfly,

Phil Hejl in the 200, 500, and
1650 freestyle, Larry Pixley in

the 100 amd 200 backstroke,

and Mike Milligan in the 100,

2000, and 3000 freestyle. Fred
McLaughlin will be diving for

the team.

The group will also be
competing in the 400 medley
relay and the 400 Tree relay.

After their return, the team

will be testing its stamina

against Augusta College on
February 19 here at Sewanee.

Sewanee's present record is 3

Becky Jordan wrestles ball from determined Vandy opponent

netters erupted for 27 points in

the second half. The pace
maker was Jeannie Dortch. She
ripped the cords for 11 of her

13 points during the second
half, gunning most from well

While Sewanee's 2-1-2 zone
played doggedly in three

quarters of play, it gave out

midway through the second
half- Back door passes pene-

trated the zone, allowing

Vandy to stretch its lead to

25-39. Good hustle and several

steals by Norma Stoneburner
triggered a final scoring binge

by Sewanee. Acurate shooting

by Spain pulled the cagers

within nine. The Tigerettes

tunities at the charity stripe to

close the gap, but they failed

to take full advantage of free

throws. Spain netted the last

points to up the final score to

40-50.

MID - WINTER SALE NOW IN PROGRESS

ON THE SQUARE IN WINCHESTER

HUNGR Y AT 3:00 A. M.

?

THEOAK TERRACE

TRUCK STOP

SPORTS
DEN
GUN RACKS

SEVEN GUN $100

EIGHT GUN $100

AND

22 MAGNUM $50

WINCHESTER
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Cap and Gown Unsatisfying
Natalie Green

The of the

Dave Close of the LCAs warms up for IM

CAP AND GOWN did not

satisfy many Sewanee students.

Marcia McFadden, editor of

the yearbook last year and this,

explained that a lack of or-

ganization, of communication,

and of past experience

decreased the quality of the

According to McFadden,
there was faulty communica-

tion between herself and her

photographers last year. Many
times her requests for pictures

were not fulfulled by the

photographers. McFadden had

SAE'S CAPTURE L M. LEAD

Last week, the SAEs
established themselves at the

top of the A league in I.M.

basketball action. In one week,

they eliminated four

opponents.

The SAEs started, the

tough Independent team by a

score of 49-40. Led by West

and Collier, the SAEs also

picked up wins over the Dekes

and SNs. Even without West's

obliging aid, SAEs. bulldozed

the Lambda Chis to round out

The ATOs had a slow start

this season. First, they went

into overtime to defeat a fired

up Delt team. Next, they

found the going rough as they

fell to the Independents.

The Independents lost their

•first outing to the SAEs. Fine

outside shooting by John

Hendry and Nino Austin

sparked the Independents to

defeat the ATOs. The Indys

also picked up a win from the

Delta.

With Jimmy Brett and Mark
" Streakin'" Phillips, the Betas

swept over the Delts and the

In other A League action,

the Lambda Chis pulled down

the Dekes and the Phis. The

Phis made a strong run for the

playoffs with a win over the

SNs. The Phis also gave the

Chops all they could handle

before losing.

In the B league the Indys

took an important game away

from the Fijis. The Indys were

led by David Laude and

Horace Sanders. The Indys B
team won over the KAs and

the CPs.

The Fijis shook off their

first loss and downed the Betas

and KAs. The Theologs had

victories over Iskra and the

Phis.

by Jane Sample

Victims of cold shooting,

the Sewanee Tigers suffered a

71-30 loss to the Temple
Crusadors of Chattanooga on
Feb. 3.

The Ttgers, hitting only 22%
from the floor, fell quickly to

the Crusaders. Temple took

the lead early in the basketball

game. At the half, Sewanee was
trailing by a score of 34-14.

The second half had several

turnovers and personal fouls,

making the court game faster.

Leading scorer for the

Tigers was senior. Sherry

Spain, with eight points. Jan

Collet, sophomore, was pacing

close behind netting three.

Gina Melton, freshman,

grabbed both the most
offensive and defensive

rebounds for a total of six.

Although the final outcome
the

the

team's future. She commented.

"At least in this game

everybody got a chance to play

for an extended period of

The rematch with Temole is

scheduled for seven o'clock,

Feb. 22.

MONEY REALOCATION
(cont. from p. 2)

An all male, seven member
committee was elected from

the Delegate Assembly and the

Order of the Gownsmen last

fall. Members are : Mickey

KILPATRICK SHOES

RUGGED SHOES FOR

WORKAND PLAY

ones from the PURPLE instead

of the ones she thought she

was getting. As a result, photo

many people had hoped.

Paul Cooper, one of the

1975-76 yearbook's photo-

graphers, commented on the

photography problems:

"Marcia had a disagreement

with the photo editor, David

Etzold. He wanted to choose

which pictures to use, but

Marcia overruled him. He got

upset and quit."

Cooper also stated that he

himself quit with the photo

editor, without McFadden's

knowledge.

McFadden said that

"Cooper never told me he

quit." She added, however,

that Cooper did take pictures

for the sports section after

Etzold's resignation.

In addition to limited

photography last year, some

names were put next to the

wrong pictures. Such mistakes,

said McFadden, resulted from

the reorganizing of some pages

without supervision. Also,

when mistakes were called to

the attention of the publisher,

they were not always

corrected.

Even with the widespread
dissatisfaction with last year's

book, volunteers to help with
this year's book have been
few. But despite this lack of

student support, McFadden is

optimistic about the 1976-77

yearbook.

"I've got a staff this year

who's willing to work," said

McFadden. "The photo-
graphers are doing what I'm

asking." For the first time,

salaries are being paid.

The CAP AND GOWN's
new photo editor is Bebe
Vann. Photographers include

Bill Wilcox and Brad Campbell.

The 1976-77 CAP AND
GOWN will cost less. There

will be 224 pages (less 32 pages

from 1975-76), and the size of

the book will be decreased by

half an inch.

This the

through February 5.

ATO
Indy

Lambda Chi

Phi Delt

Interdorm Council

Women StompedByTemple

by Elizabeth' Brailsford

The Women's Interdorm

Council has made plans for

Women's IM sports under the

direction of Jeanne Dortch. A
tennis tournament between the

women's dorms is tentatively

planned for this week. The
tournament will be finished

before the tennis team begins

Volleyball competition will

begin in March with teams

from each dorm competing. In

the spring the dorms will

compete in softball.

Plans are being considered

for a special field day to be

held in the spring. Women's
dorms will compete in various

sports and games and overall

winners will be declared. A
definite schedule for the

matches will be posted around
the campus and in the dorms.

MARTHA'SBEAUTYSHOP
25 Years Professional Experience

NEW
JHJUMAC UNE ENTIRELY ORGANIC

598-0268

Burns (St. Luke's), Joe

DeLozier, Pat Harris, Ralph
Howe, Carl Siegel,

and Phi! Williams

The DA and the OG are

presently each appointing an

additional female member.

FU1 SIXTH ANNUAL FIFTIES PARTY

SATURDAY FEBRUARY 19

NASHVILLE D. J. PLAYS 9:00- 1:00

REFRESHMENTS 8:00 -TIL

PRIZES FOR BEST DRESSED COUPLEAND BEST DANCERS
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(cont. from p. 4)

In addition to his v
and naval experience, h

also been a (lj

test pilot and operated the

"world's largest non-profit

aerobatic school" Among his

variety of endeavors are aero-

batics and air shows. "I used
to sell rides at

air shows for five dollars.

The trick was to approach a

young girl and convince her

how the ouple
interested in one anotlv

the scenery below and it was
difficult to concentrate on
flying with the action taking

place in the back seat of the

Non-Tenure Policy
(cont from p. 1

J

Promotion and Tenure was (3) The opportunity for an
therefore requested to instructor under consideration
formulate such a policy. In for non-reappointment to
conjunction with guidelines set submit material helpful to
forth by the AAUP, the his/her case.

Committee drew up a policy

procedure .which includes the (4 ) The necessity for
following: reasons for dismissal to be set

(1) A continuous review of down in writing,
non-tenured faculty by senior

members of the faculty, (5) The function of the
graduates, and former students. Committee on Promotions and

(2) A commitment to the Tenure as a Grievance
writing down of all"seriously Committee which faculty may

plane."

He later returned to Iowa
State where he received his

journalism degree. Then he

worked for three years as a

corporate pilot for Mr. Piper

of aviation fame. He ventured

lo Lockhaven where he flew

experimental demonstrations

for the Army, Navy, and Air
Force . It was then that he
wrote his first flight manual,

THE STUDENT PILOT'S
FLIGHT MANUAL, and he
promised himself to move
back South if the book sold.

The book sold and he and
his wife Betty and two children

moved to Sewanee. Although
he was offered the manage-
ment of Sewanee airport he
declined, dedicating his time to

writing.

A modest man, Mr.

Kershner would not elaborate

on his books' success, but

Asked if he enjoyed writing

replied, "Writing is hard,

teaching

the revision of his INSTRU-
MENT FLIGHT MANUAL
along with an autobiographical
book relating personal adven-
tures in aviation. In the future
he also has planned a novel
based on his experience as a
carrier nightfighter in the navy.

he

.irrnbatics." No longer teaching
although "I usually take aboul
one student a year so I can get

back and relearn the basics,"

he still hopes to teach acro-

batics again if the right

opportunity presents itself.

involved in many other
activities. He is an Accident
Prevention Counselor to the
FAA in Nashville and because

tise in acrobatic
II yn

His present plai

often called i

testimony on the safety and
abilities of aircraft in different

TIMBER HARVESTING

nfon

fidence" against for v decision thorough

>urces indicate that

igs have been
ly well-received by
Dublic.

duals combine Mr.

literary prowess,

and '"ecommendajjan.

Future Aid Prospects Threatening
(cont. from p.

gap between what is

and what is needed."
Summarizing its

the committee
that immediate steps be taken

to alter the current financial

aid program. The Baird Report

states,"The evidence indicates

applicable for those students

about to be considered for

admission for 1977-78.

Current financial aid policy

stipulates that "no qualified

student should be denied

access to an education at

Sewanee for financial reasons."

Mrs. Chitty, Director of
Financial Aid, explained that

the main determiner of a

student's need is the result of
the PCS form. The University

lightly.

n hikes, coupled
the number of

the] this

of

endowment is the largest singh

restricted fund fo

undergraduate aid. Federal anc

state funds comprise another

s have made
traditional sources of funding
insufficient. During the past
two years, financial aid funds

have been augmented with

funds from the operating

budget. This year, the total

budgeted was $140,000.

"The expenses simply went

up that much, "said Mrs.

Chitty, in reference to the

increase of budget money. She

added, "I hope we won't have

to use all of it. "Still, Mrs.

Chitty was quick to defend the

budget appropriation. Citing Dr.

Alvarez's report comparing the

financial posture of Sewanee
with similar schools, she said

that a greater amount of aid

was going to more people with

less drawn from the operating

budget at Sewanee than at

almost any other school in our

Other sources of aid hold

little promise for easing the

crunch. Government aid is

expected to level off and

ASK THE ADMINISTRATION

. from p. 1

)

based on the Parents' Confi-

dential Statement or Student's

Financial Statement -- is

mandatory for

possibly

Additional outside sources

require great effort to locate.

Tuition increases may add to

the burden, as additional

money must be found to cover

the rise for those needing aid.

A ten million dollar capital

fund drive was proposed to

increase the endowment. The
drive has stalled because the

Episcopal Church is now
involved in much the same

type of effort, stripping

Sewanee of workers and

If the Regents do halt

funding of financial aid from
the operating budget and no
other revenue sources are

found, the financial aid policy

may have to be altered. While
assuring that every effort

would be made to maintain the
current students at Sewanee,
Mrs. Chitty expressed the fear

that future applicants may not
receive such generous aid. Dr.

Baird was more pessimistic, "It

doesn't look promising to be
able to continue the type of
aid program we now ha"e."
"It's

;dDi
alteratic

financial aid policy could hav

far reaching implication:

Sewanee may lose some of il

diversity, resulting in a mor
homogeneous student body.
Student quality would also

quantity to fill

everybody listed

for Sale roster,

on the Skil

but Financii

students seeking part-time jobs

and tries to help students

find these.

T)iamoncfJewefry Co., 9nc

WINCHESTER

BUSINESS OPPORTUNH

Stuff Envelopes
$25.00 PER HUNDRED

Immediate Earnings

Send $1.00 To:

Envelopes Dept. 2? 6

102 Charles Street

Boston, Mass. 02114

leu years no scars wi

(In support oT this s

Cheston notes the natural ap-

pearance of the woods directly

opposite the Brakefield tract

:

these were harvested in much
the same fashion in 1967.)

Cheston feels that the $4500
received from the recent sale is

a fair price.

Thirty acres of forest land

off Jump-Off Road were

nlly

sponsible to have valuable

ets and not utilize

them.

D. A.
(cont. from p. 1

resolution that a female

member of the Delegate

Assembly be elected to sit on

the SAFC with a vo

Nancy B 11 was chosen. The

low grade

paper company. The govern-

ment-owned Silvalab, located

next to the Forestry building,

wilt use the stripped land for

experimentation, testing such

factors as shade, light, and

wind on newly planted trees.

In addition to fulfilling the

specific objectives of the forest

management program cited

above, the University, says

Cheston, "is morally bound to

O.G. will be asked to c

similar representative for the

balance of the 1976-1977

school year. Micky Burns, who
made the motion, explained

that this female member would
only have a voice because the

SAFC constitution

distinguishes between a voice

Delegate Assembly.

BLACK MOVEMENT
(cont. from p. 1)

however, their roles will

leadership. Rucker defined one
aspect of this leadership a;

"kicking us in the butts if w«
start falling short of what we

Dr. Clayton noted that as

the University of the South,
Sewanee 's enrollment is

geographically representative

thcSouth. Ethnically, however,

the University "does not
represent the area it exists to

environments^
not

The advi

the

will

add iks between the
students, the adminstration,

and the faculty. Dean Seiters

beginning in dealing with those

special problems faced by
Black students at Sewanee.
(These are problems of
adjustment, expression, and
inclusion in the community, all

of which will be discussed

in a later article.) These are

problems which could cause a

continued decline and an
eventual end to Black
nrollrr t Sew

South 's inhabitants.

Clayton feels that utmost
importance is to be attached to

listening carefully to the Black
students and their views. The
natural goal of the Black
movement should be that of
broadening the "Sewanee
experience" and making it a

fulfilling experience for

Black students. If Sewanee is

directed towards the growth
and preparation of young men

be applicable to all young
men and women who choose

to take part in it.

KIT SEWANfct MAHKtT SEWANEE MARKET SEWANEE
EE MARKET SEWANEE MARKET SEWANEE MARKET SE

SEWANEE MARKET SEWANEE MARKET SEWANEE MAR
ARKET SEWANEE MARKET SEWANEE MARKET SEWAN
NEE MARKET s/^~***4aK£L5EWANES MARKET i

r SEWANEE MAl t/v
Until .^TSlET SEWANEE MA

MARKET SEWANET-imni.i.,! JL MARKET SEWA
WANEE MARKET SEWANEE MARKET SEWANEE MARKE
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Whither the Republican Party?
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(cont. from p. 7)

divisions in the Democratic

Party and Nixon's incumbancy

resulted in a vote of over 60%
for Nixon — undoubtedly an

exaggeration of the strength of

the so-called silent majority.

More importantly this

Republican presidential

landslide did not translate into

meaningful gains for the Re-

publican Party at the other

levels of government. The 1976

Republican presidential

primary campaign brought the

"great conservative majority"

myth to its logical conclusion

in a funny-yet-sad manner.

The result of this madness was

ARABY
(cont. from p. 7)

the small numbei

the

j blame for

of blacks at

there no blacks in fraternities

(which I think we all would

admit are the mainstays of

social life here)? Undoubtedly

many blacks refuse acceptance

to such organization because

they do not want to feel like a

token black, but I seem to

remember a black freshman

being left off the rush list last

semester. However,

discrimination amon
students themselves is

individual matter— discrimir.

tion by a business is nt

operators of the Tiger Bay Pub

have been instructed by the

owner to discourage blacks

from frequenting it. Whether
this is true or notj there have

been instances of discrimina-

tion there. A case in point:

last week three prospective

students - two white, one black

- were visiting the university;

they were all football players

and friends. The two whites

had been served beer all night

when the black student went

up to the bar. He was asked to

show his student I.D. and when

he replied that hu was not a

student he was told that he

could not be served.

beverages. Not a Sewanee

student with blond hair and

blue eyes but 18. Secondly,

if the barman is going to ask

for identification he should do

so consistently and not arbi-

trarily. Finally, it was not a

very hospitable thing to do.

I believe that any frequenter

of the Pub will have noticed a

blacks this ye

lieve that we tolerated

students

should and the PURPLE does

demand an explanation from

the Vice Chancellor himself as

to why such persons are being

paid with our money. I

personally th ink somebody 's

employment should

ing to outflank one another

the right with the eventual

long conservative

Gerald Ford, being pawned off

as a "moderate". The (now)

moderate conservative majority

gave Ford 48% of the vote and

in the process made him the

first President to be bounced

out of the White House since

1932. To top this all off

Ronald Reagan, still a very

influential spokesman for his

party, told an audience last

Saturday night, "the time has

come to start acting to bring

about the great conservative

majority we know is waiting to

be created." Will the circle be

unbroken?
One of the consequences

of this search for a great

conservative majority has been

the woeful neglect of building

the strength of the party at

levels of government other

than the presidential level

.

The aforementioned figures

indicate this; it is a result of

the fact that this great conser-

vative majority is conceptualiz-

ed as a national constituency

rather than one plugged into

the state and local levels.

Kevin Phillips, author of "The

Emerging Republican

Majority',' candidly admits that

his well read strategy is not

intended to produce

congressional or gubernatorial

majorities but is rather a

strategy to capture the White

A second con

been the political

of the moderate
Republi

quence has

masculation

ring of the

Party. This

grnent' of the party includes

; Sen. Javits(N.Y.

Sen. Percy (III.), Sen. Brooke
(Mass.), Sen. Griffin (Mich.),

Sen Weicker (Conn.), Sen.

Packwood (Ore.), Sen.

McMathis (Md.) as well as Gov.

Rhodes (Ohio) and Gov.

MilHken (Mich.). These men
are proven vote-getters in the

large states needed to help

resurrect the Republican Party

at all levels of government. -Yet

these men are consistently shut

out of policy making and lead-

ership roles in the Republican
Party. None of these men have

been seriously considered for

the Republican presidential (or

vice presidential) nominations.

The Republican Party's

nominating process is in fact

biased against them by virtue

of the fact that the method of

delegate selection exaggerates

the political strength of

smaller, more rural states at the

expense of the larger,

industrialized states which

these men represent. This is an

unnecessary waste of talent in

a party whose number of

public officials is frightfully

1 am not presumptous

enough to suggest that I have

a solution for the Republican

problem. I am, however, bold

enough to suggest that Ronald

Reagan's tired old battlecry
*

last Saturday night is not the

solution.

ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES

Will :

(cont. from p. 2)

We're not going to have a

professional-producing

program."
Most students in the depart-

ment agree with Dr. Baird.

"No, the change is not going to

make any difference to me,"
said Charles DiPaulo, a sopho-

more planning major in

powers of protest this year. Environmental Studies. "I had
A campus-wide boycott of the

p ianned to go to gretrdwrte

Pub from today, February 11, schooi anyway, and this way I

terminated, but

the honorable Vice-Chancellor

will show himself deserving of

that title by making a thorough

investigation and taking

ment forestry. "The EPA
(Environmental Protection

Agency) is opening up into

all sorts of areas now,"
DiPaulo said, and a liberal

arts degree might be more

helpful in getting these types

A few former forestry

majors, however, view the

change differently. Sophomore
Chris Cobbs, for example, feels

that the new program will

be "too general", with not

enough emphasis on forestry

itself. He wants a degree in

Forestry, not in Environmental
Studies. Cobbs is seriously

considering transferring to

another school which offers

such a degree.

until Friday February 18

would provide the management

of Tiger Bay with a long

delayed lesson in equality. 1

know that there will be some

of us who will not be able to

give up drinking

for a matter so

equality. Yet, for the

eturned
student he wi
black soph

player — wen
lore football

up to get the

s "hassled" and
his I.D.

my Master's degree in

forestry, or any other related

subject." He pointed out that a

degree from a liberal arts

school like Sewanee would be

more helpful for careers in

environmental law or govern-

(cont. from p. 3)

Consolidation, he said,

would not make much
difference in the fuel consump-

A Visitor of Sorts

though he has been going here many of us as Southerners have

i years and is well known.
inherited. Perhaps I am overly

(cont. from p. 5)

She finds that here at

Sewanee we study harder than

Japanese under-graduates. With

a smile, Miss Imai declined to

say whether or not this is good.

She also noted that our

schedule is significantly

different from the type with

which she is familiar. Again,

she did not want to pass

judgement on the efficiency

of this American system, but
going to argue

that thif

only morally wrong but

academically, athletically, and

probably lost a good freshman
prospective.

Now there are several ways
to react to this. I would like to

blow up the Pub in protest but

that is as illegal as discrimina-

tion (almost). First of all, a

student I.D. is not a necessary

requirement to drink beer—

I

believe the law in Tennessee

says you must be 18 years of

age to be served alcoholic

Euthanasia
Death by Decision: Passive and
Active Euthanasia- The Value
of Life and the Right to
Death.

Tuesday , February 15, 8:15

Convocation Hall: Opening

Position Papers

Wednesday, February 16, 2:00
Convocation Hall: Critics Re-
sponses

Wednesday, February 16, 8:15
Convocation Hall: Open Dia-

idealistic

minded <

The University's fuel bill

continues to rise. The bill for four-day weekend?

last November and December
was over $49,800. compared
with $26,000. in 1974. Such

•em likely to

"confusing" to foreigners she

said. In Japan, the marked
price is indicative of the real

price of the product or service.

She remarked that she was

always having to pay more
than she had expected.

Then shyly, she admitted

that the food at Gailor is a

bit different from Mom's usual

dishes.' I laughed and
sympathized with Miss Imai

on this point. She feels that

Gailor does not exactly typify

American cooking.

Finally, she has observed
that religion plays an import-

ant role in the American
student's life. Evidently this is

not the case in Japan. Buddist

principles do not require

regular, public worship. It has

only a subtle effect on
Japanese students.

Special- Thursday, Friday, Saturday

III HI
10 02. Sirloin Strip Steak-$4.85

Served with Salad Bar, Baked Potato, Hot Bread

II'. ni
Don't Forget to Make Reservations Early

for Parties in the Eagle Ro

Call 924-2268

3E •*'
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